Crystallizing nanostructures and emission on black silicon prepared by ns-laser
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It is interesting that various tip shapes are generated on the black silicon (BS) prepared by nanosecond pulsed (ns) laser on silicon. In the fabrication process, the tip space ratio (tip radius/space width) on surface can be controlled by changing the pulsed laser parameters such as pulses repeat rate. It is found that the reflective rate is near 5% and the refractive index is also higher in visible range on the BS. We make the comparison between the BS samples prepared by pulsed fs-laser or ns-laser for the visible emission and the infrared emission near 1550 nm. The annealing time effect and the impurities effect were discovered in the BS emission, which are originated from crystallizing process in annealing and the localized states due to the impurities on nanocrystals. The BS samples prepared by fs-laser or ns-laser evolve in a similar fashion: the electronic states system with the three-levels is built for emission, in which the electronic states of nanosilicon in the BS play a role of pumping level and the localized states from the impurities and the defects in the BS play a role of emission level.
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